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Victims of domestic violence, gangs again eligible for asylum in United States Garland said Barr's decision conflicted with several earlier rulings by federal appeals courts, a higher legal authority than immigration courts, and would be addressed in the forthcoming regulations.

A's early offense squandered in 9-6 loss to Astros Oakland's could not keep up its early outburst. Bassitt said he knew I didn't have much early. The A's all but ignored it early, jumping instead on his sinker.

2020 in hindsight: Chronicle critics review their early predictions about COVID's impact on the arts Dear 2021, please usher in a sequel of the Roaring '20s A festive party scene from an early Hollywood silent movie from the early to mid-1920s.

Newsom got an early date for the recall - and that's not necessarily a good thing for him Gavin Newsom's
Democratic supporters in the Legislature got what they wanted: an early recall election date of Sept. 14. A possible September Surprise: Just because the recall is earlier doesn't mean the

**How an intercultural couple in early S.F. gained acceptance** PORTALS OF THE PAST How an early S.F. couple was accepted By Gary Kamiya On Oct. 29, 1850, 16-year-old Ann Frances Moses married 20-year-old Eustaquio Valencia, reportedly in Mission Dolores. To read earlier

**Frankie Montas hit early as A's lose opener to Rangers** rangers 8, a's 3 Texas gets early jump on Montas By Matt Kawahara ARLINGTON, Texas - Frankie Montas was headed for the dugout after the second inning when an umpire hailed him. "I feel like every team,

**Letters to the Editor: Work together to prevent domestic violence** Letters to
the Editor Submit your letter at SFChronicle/letters Work together to prevent domestic violence San Francisco Chronicle readers Regarding "Infant's death raises questions on Boudin's aid to

_He redesigned what architecture could mean_ &quot;As far as he was concerned, architecture was whatever the client wanted.&quot;

_ Unusual romance in early S.F. defied cultural taboos_ portals of the past An unusual marriage defied cultural taboos of early S.F. To read earlier Portals of the Past, go to sfchronicle/portals.

Stockton police officer fatally shot by suspect in domestic violence call By Lauren Hernández A Stockton police officer was fatally shot by a man Tuesday morning while responding to a domestic violence call, authorities said.
Seahawks cut ties with lineman Chad Wheeler after domestic-violence arrest
The first-degree domestic-violence assault charge is a Class A felony in Washington. The domestic-violence unlawful imprisonment charge is a Class C felony. Wheeler was arrested by police in the Seattle

Architecture for our city (Sponsored) advertising feature | COVER STORY
Contemporary masterpiece in San Francisco This contemporary architectural masterpiece was designed by multi-award-winning Aidlin Darling Design and published in Dwell magazine.
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